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AIDS Dementia Cause Found

Washington— Researchers have discovered that poisons released
by some HIV—infected cells may cause the deterioration of mental
processes seen in 70% of people with AIDS.
A research paper on the discovery was published in the Dec.14
edition of Science, the journal of the American Association of the
Advancement of Science.
Dr. Dana Giulian, a researcher at Baylor College of Medicine in
Houston, says that one class of cells will release a toxin that can affect
the nervous system when infected with AIDS. When the toxin was
exposed to live neurons, it causes them to die or stop functioning.
Giulian says the findings must be confirmed by further research.
The mental decline seen in people with AIDS has puzzled scien—
tists because while infected immune system cells were found in the
brain, the neuron cells were not infected. The poison secreted by the

Minneapolis, MN — Karen
Thompson begged the court to al—
low her to become the guardian of
Sharon Kowalski in the second
part of a three—part guardianship
hearing Dec. 7.
Kowalski, paralyzed and brain
damaged in a 1983 traffic acci—
dent, has been the subject of a five—
year battle by her lover to gain
guardianship. Thompson and
Kowalski lived together for four
years before Kowalski‘s accident.
Thompson contends that the two
considered themselves married and
exchanged rings, but kept their
relationship a secret.
Kowalski‘s parents gaveuptheu

guardianship in 1989, saying they
had run out of time and money to
infected cells could be the answer.
keep fighting for her. They were
not present at the hearing. _
Among the issues troubling the
Huckabee Resigns MGLCC
judge appear to be visitationprivi—
~leges by Kowalslus parents if
~~—PostEffectivein January |
Thompsonis
1 guardianship.
Another
concern
is
the possible
He will remain president of the
At the Decembermeeting ofthe
use
of
Kowalski
in
public
appear—
Memphis
Gay
Coalition,
a
post
to
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
ances promoting her as a symbol
munity CenterBoard, presidentBill whichhe waselectedinNovember.
for Gay and Lesbian Rights.
Huckabee announced his resigna— "The Community Center takes a
Thompson
says she would wel—
tion from the board effective at the lot of time," he says. "The com—
come
Kowalski‘s
parents back in
January board meeting. The res— munity will best be served withmy
their
daughters
life
if she could
ignations of Dottie Jones and John involvement in the MGC." A
make
peace
with
them.
She also
conflict
of
interest
regarding
his
Prowett were also accepted at the
said
she
would
never
putKowalski
positions
in
both
organizations
si—
same meeting. Nominations for all
three vacant board positions will
be taken from the floor at the
January 19 meetingofthe MGLCC
. board. After that election, a new
president will be chosen from
among the board members. No
nominations have yet been ac—
cepted (the alleged nominations
byJohn ProwettofTommy Stewart
andhimselfwere not entered in the
minutes of the November meeting
of the MGLCC).

multaneously was discussed by
Don Griesheimer before the Coa—
lition elections but was not acted
upon in any other way by either
board.
There has been speculation since
the Coalition elections that
Huckabee would step down as
MGLCC president though there
was no request for his resignation.
continued on page 2

Decision Soon

on display to promote a cause.
Witnesses have portrayed
Thompson, a St. Cloud State Uni—
versity professor, as a caring and
devoted person who often visited
Kowalski and took her home on
weekends.
Catherine Schroeder, a friend
of Kowalski, alleges that Thomp—
son has been "possessive, manipu—

lative, and domineering." She be—
lieves thatKowalski‘sparents have
been "devastated" by the legal
battle over the years, but concedes
that they did not act in her best
interest by preventing Thompson
from visiting her for 3 1/2 years. —
Schroeder believes a neutral
third party would be best to serve
as Kowalski‘s guardian.

$1000 Reward for Michelle

Marie‘s Killer
The murderofMichelle Marie Hays was listed as the Crime Stoppers
Crime ofthe Week forthe week ofDec. 3—9. A $1000 reward will be paid
to anyone for information about the crime.
Michelle was found shot to death at Lamar and Homewood on Nov.
3. She was dressed in a red long—sleeved blouse, red shoes, and blue
denim skirt.
According to the Crime Stoppers report, she was seen 30 minutes
before the shooting with a Black woman in front ofClub Tiffany at 3918
Winchester talking with a white male in a business suxt The man was in
ablue, late model Chevrolet Iroc or Camero.
—The Black woman was driving an older, dirty, dented 1969 aark—
colored Buick or Oldsmobile with a loud, smoking muffler and rusty
right rear fender.
Michelle was last seen with the woman, pulling out from the Club
Tiffany parking lot, going toward Lamar, being followed by the man in
the blue car.
Anyone having information aboutthis crime can call Crime Stoppers
(528—CASH). You‘ll be given a secret code number, and your identity
will remain unknown. The reward will remain in effect until the crime
is solved.

Gay Activists Disrupt Arsenio Hall Show
Los Angeles— Two Gay ac—
tivists interrupted Arsenio Hall‘s
television program Dec. 14
wanting to know why he does not
have more Gay guests on his
show.
The debate,.which lasted
nearly 10 minutes, took place at
the beginning ofthe show, which
is taped earlier in the evening for
later broadcast. The encounter

appeared to run unedited.
Two men, one of whom was
wearing a "Queer Nation" T—
shirt, stood up during Hall‘s
monologue demanding to know
why he didn‘t book more Gay
guests. "Queer Nation"is a radi—
cal Gay organization similar to
the AIDS activist orgamzauon
ACT UP.
Hall said that there were a lot

of Gay guests on his show, "but it
ain‘t none of your damn business
that they are Gay!"
Hall said he is sensitive to all
minorities, but the heckler ac—
cused him ofmaking fun ofGays.
"Ido Blackjokes. I do Gayjokes,"
he said. "I‘m a comedian."
It was clear that Hall was
upset. He dismissed the protest—
ers as "stupid" and "rude."

Correction
The last issue of the Triangle Journal News carried a story
about the resignation ofBill Huckabee, president ofthe MGLCC.
Several errors were discovered in that article, including the
affilliation of John Prowett with Agape New Life Church instead
of Holy Trinity Community Church. The article above contains
the correct and updated information.
The Triangle Journal regrets the errors.
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New Year‘s Resolutions We‘d Love to See
by The Triangle Journal Staff
It only seems appropriate at this
time of year that we look back at
the past year, take stock, and form
resolutions on how better to live
our lives. The following resolu—
tions are not necessarily ones the
subjects themselves would have
chosen, but ones we‘d love to see
them make.
Bill Huckabee (spokesperson for
Gay Memphis)
.... to be admittedto any barintown
without showing any ID.
Tommy Stewart (Owner of Re—
flections & J—Wag‘s)
;
... to get into shape to catch that
twerp next time.

Irwin Rothenberg (Co—chair of
BWMT)
... to finally be satisfied with some—
thing.
f
Perry Stevens (correspondent for
any number of Gay newspa—
pers)
... to writeforthe NationalEnquirer.
Trixie Thunderpussy (Enter—
tainer)
... to stop abusing chickens (poul—
try, that is).
Sofonda Peters (Entertainer)
... to take out stock in the Spandex
company.
Dee DeeWhitaker (A formerMiss
Marshall St.)
... to emerge from the ashes.
Sharon Wray (owner of WKRB)
... to forward a career as a Leather
pageant MC.

Editorials appearing in The Triangle Journal News represent
the opinions of the authors only unless otherwise indicated.

Lady A. (if you don‘t know, too
bad)
... to comfortably upholster that
seat upon the fence.
Allen Cook (Co—editor of TIN)
... to get rid of the rug.
David Bulliner (owner of Chaps)
... to officially promote Granny
Weaver to partner.
John Stilwell (Co—editor of TIN)
... to refrain from saying "I told you
Don Griesheimer (Memphis Gay
Coalition Treasurer) —
... to memorize the first five chap—
tersof""‘Robert‘sRules ofOrder"‘
(including footnotes) and be able
to recitethem on demand.
Bob Dumais (TJN staff member)
... to get a job.

Lady Vic (entertainer)
... to elevate blackface to a high art
form or give it up altogether.
Michelle Rollins (Owner of the
Airport Adult Bookstores)
... to order 12 gross of the 1992
Colt calendar so as not to run
out.
Dennis Kijowski (owner of the
Pipeline)
... to buy a leather sunbonnet for
the plantation in Mississippi.
Rick Bray (President of Aid to
End AIDS Committee)
... to stop being so0000 sensitive.
B. J. Hefner (founding memberof
Aphrodite)
... to open a Megamarket charge
account.

Frank Cooper {owner of G.
Bellington Rumples)
... to sell the Pimm‘s behind the bar
to someone else besides Lady
A.
Jeff Ellis (editor of Dare)
... to make sure all sources are
unbiased.
Jim Easter
... to get a life.
Steve Solomon (real estate agent
and MGLCC board member)
... to sell $1,000,000 worth of real
estate this year (and only tell us
about it once).
Vance Reger (Mr. Leather Ten—
nessee)
... to either flop or decide.

MGLCC
continuedfrom page 1
The Triangle Journal News wel—
comes letters from its readers. Let—
ters should be as short as possible
and typed, ifpossible. All letters are
subject to editingfor clarity, spelling,
punctuation, and grammar. All let—
tersmust be signed, butnames will be
withheld if requested. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send
— your letters to The Triangle Journal
News,P.0.Box 11485, Memphis, IN
38111—0485.

MGLCC Open to All
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center is a neutral
meeting place for all Gay men and
Lesbians regardless ofrace, religious
beliefs, or political affiliations.
The MGLCC can take no respon—
sibility for individual actions of its
members, norcan the MGLCC board
of directors take responsibility for
the actions of the individual board
members.
The MGLCC is open to every—
one. We invite you to get involved in
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community.
Come by the Center at 1291
Madison Avenue or call us at (901)
2764651.
Wings Goes
Back to Way It
Was
The latter part of November
saw changes in the club known as
Wings Memphis, Inc. Six of its
members were subjected to the
judicial section of the club‘s by—
laws and were expelled from ac—
tive status. [The judicial section
2—The Triangle Journal— January 1991

has never been used since I have
been a member, even though there
were times it should have been.]
The reason for the expulsion from
active status was because of dues
not being paid. At the time dues
were payable, we also had to pay
for the hotel rooms from Flight 6
which added to the dues was well
over $100 for some people and
close to $400 for others. At that
time, no one had that much money
in a lump sum, so we were told we
could pay on an installment basis
until dues and the hotel rooms
were paid.
For a club to exist and promote
brotherhood, it needs to under—
stand the positions of all the mem—
bers (notjust the charter members)
and not just look at the money
aspect. _
In my mind, the six former
members ("former" because they
did indeed quit) should not have
been expelled. We were in good
standing and supported the club.
We attended club functions in
colors (that‘s more than I can say
for the remaining members). Club
nights were very enjoyable and
profitable. I could go on and. on
about the achievements of the
: former members of Wings, which
are more important than the
— money, David.
Flight 6 was accomplished by a
— handful of members (nc help from
a lot of the existing members).
However, where is the brother—
hood in saying (as a non—member
of Wings said ) over the intercom
at Chaps, "Don‘t go to J—Wags or
Reflections in leather; they will
kick you out."
Now the bars can have their
wars all day and night, but Wings
was something I really believed

In other business, the board Memorial Tape Library) to be
in, and it was put in the middle of received a letter from Barclay used by the center. Vincent Astor
the wars, where it had no place.
requesting establisment of a new presented the center a complete
Where is the brotherhood in
and potentially salaried position set of Gaiety (1975—‘76), Gaze
saying, "If you are going to get
< in fundraising and administration (1979—1990) and the Triangle
out, get out now so the club can get
back to the way it was." Well, it is for the MGLCC. A committee Journal News (Oct.—Dec. 1990)
has been appointed to examine to become the nucleus of a Gay/
now.
Chaps was a temporary place the details ofthe offer and present Lesbian reference archive for
to hang the colors of the club. its recommendations to the board. Memphis. Future issues will be
Members of the club wanted The board will review and discuss added and more local literature
Wings away from the bar wars this proposal at the January can be solicited and the archive
and were going to pull the colors meeting.
expanded to other periodicals of
&
from Chaps. At that closed meet—
Several gifts were presented local interest.
ing, tempers flared, and Milt made
to the Center at the meeting. One
Other gifts have been found in
the statement, "If you pull the
was a gift from Louis Licciardi of envelopes hanging from the
colors, you might not get back in."
New Orleans who is seeking to Center‘s Christmas tree and
Wings may well have been
formed as a social club to promote open a similar center there. He holiday donations have been re—
brotherhood and social harmony has sent copies of a set of disco ceived from BWMT and other
in the area. That is great. How— tapes given to him by the late DJ organizations. Any monetary help
ever, when two charter members Doug Bryson (the Doug Bryson is much needed.
(David and Milt) are so control—
greedy that the destruction of a
worthy organization can happen, I
just hate to see it.
David, you and Milt do not un—
derstand the meaning of brother—
hood, and I doubt you ever will.
All you are concerned with is the
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
money, not the benefit of the club.
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
Wings, ask yourselves this: Can
we do as good in 1991 as we did in
The TriangleJournal News assumes no liability for claim made by advertisers.
1990? Personally, I don‘t think so,
Appearance in this publication is not to be construed as an indication of sexual
because .of a lot of the members
orientation,
c
reference, or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome
materials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such
you have left.
materials. TheTriangle Journal News is published 12 times a year by Printers Ink.
No helpwill you get!
:
First class mailed subscriptions are available at $12 per year.
Do not let it be misunderstood.
Wings, for what it was, was a great
Co—Editors
club and what it stands for itself is
Allen Cook + John Stilwell
great. This article is mainly to let
Staff Writers
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais « Becky Caperton « Vance Reger
it be known that two members in
Typesetting And Layout
Wings (David and Milt) want
Allen Cook « John Stilwell « Bob Dumais » Vincent Astor
control and to get it had the sup—
Advertising
porting members "blackballed."
Vincent Astor
Bobby Biggs
Memphis
Copyright © 1991 by Printers Ink. Reprintpermission on non—syndicated material

is granted to Gay publications only, provided proper credit is given. Microfilmed
by Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton, FL.
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Gay Couple Sues to Marry
Washington— A Gay couple application saying that "the sec—
hassuedtheDistrictofColumbia tions ofthe District ofColumbia
contending that the city dis— Code governing marriage do not
criminated againstthem because authorize marriage between per—
itwouldnotissuethemamarriage sons of the same sex," Gill and
Dean have other ideas.
license.
Craig R. Dean, a lawyer who They contend thatthe citylaw
filed thesuitonbehalfofhimself bans polygamists and practitio—
andPatrickG.Gill,said,"Weare ners of incest from obtaining
licenses, and does not
outraged by this blatant act of marriage
requireacoupletobeofdifferent
discrimination."
According to the American sexes to be wed.
The couple also contends that
Civil Liberties Union, no state homosexuals
are protected from
allows same—sex marriages.
While the clerk ofthe DC su— discrimination under the DC
perior court denied their license Human Rights Act.
Lesbian Reporter Claims
Discrimination
Washington, DC— A former Eliasonbeganacampaigntohave
fired after she interviewed
United Press International re— her
porter has filed a $12.75 million himinAprilforafreelancearticle
was writing about the influ—
lawsuit claiming she was fired she
forbeingaLesbianandwriting a ence of the religious right on
freelance story for a Gay news— broadcasting.
UPI fired Brienza April 27
paper.
Julie Brienza filed the lawsuit citing a violation of their
Nov. 29 and named UPI and freelancing rules. They denied
Wisconsin Voice of Christian theyfiredherforbeingaLesbian.
Youth, a Milwaukee religious The suit seeks $750,000 gen—
eral damages and $12 million
group, as defendants.
Brienza alleges she was fired punitivedamagesforviolationof
loss ofincome, and
underpressurefromthereligious privacy,
violation of the DC law which
8group‘s executive4 director Vic prohibits
discrimination on the
In the suit, she contends that basis of sexual orientation.
University‘s Housing
Policy Riles Some
Stanford, CA — Stanford whatwedidwastherightthingto
University‘snewpolicyallowing do," said Norm Robinson, dean
student affairs. "I think some
Gay and Lesbian couples use of ofofthe
(objections) that are based
"married" student housing is on religion
also reflect quite a
causing some problems on cam—
high degree ofhomophobia."
pus.
According to an Associated Jon Osborne, a Gay man who
Press report, two thirds of the lives in student housing with his
studentstheresaid,inaninformal lover, argued that since homo—
sexuals pay the same tuition as
survey, they support the new heterosexuals,
they should have
policy. However, foreign stu—
dents, particularly from the the same rights.
MiddleEast,Asia,andAfricaare "For years, people said that
Gays don‘t really have relation—
most opposed;
The university policy allows ships,thatwe‘repromiscuous,or
Gay relationships don‘t last
unwed couples with "long—term that
long," Osbome said. "Now
commitments" to rent low—cost very
we get together in long—
campus apartments and have when
relationships on campus,
"spouse" privileges, such as term
subsidized medical care and ac— they say we don‘t want you next
door."
cess to libraries and gyms.
‘"We have a strong beliefthat
Designate a Driver
Save a Life

Immigration Law Revised, Homosexuals & PWAs OK
Washington—Pres. Bushhas signed intolaw amassive revision ofthe nation‘s immigration
law which, among other things, eliminates exclusion on the basis of sexual orientation.
The bill also eliminates the automatic exclusion ofpeople with AIDS. The legislation leaves
it up to the Health and Human Services Dept. to decide whether to list AIDS as an excludable
disease.
The National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) praised the bill for allowing Gays to
immigrate, but called on the administration to keep AIDS offthe excludable disease list.

GALA:
NEW
YEAR‘S
EVE

—

PARTY
Hats + Horns & Leis
Noisemakers + Food
Champagne at Midnight
Prizes Every Half Hour
Free Draft Beer 9 — 11
a
Nou,des ase
Aml:a %
5P4et
ChineE7.
4349 Autumn Ave.M memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—1634 + Call for additional information
3—TheTriangleJournal—January 1991

Texas Sodomy Law Struck Down

.
If

Austin, TX — A Texas state judgehas
ruled an 1879 anti—sodomy law is uncon—
stitutional.
The suit was filed several months ago
by the Texas Human Rights Foundation
and the Dallas Gay Alliance, among oth—
ers.
District Judge Paul Davis announced
the ruling after a Dec. 10 hearing and said
a written opinion would be issued Jan. 2.
There is no word as to whether the state
attorney general‘s office will appeal the
decision.

The Texas sodomy law was similar to
Tennessee‘s inthat sodomy was classi—
fied as a Class C misdemeanor, punishable
by the low fine. Residents of Texas say it
was rarely enforced, but had been used
against openly Gay or Lesbian people to
deny them employment, especially in
police work.
The plaintiffs charged that the law vio—
lated the Texas constitutional guarantees
of privacy, equal protection, and due
process, as well as the state Equal Rights
Amendment.
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Someone

If
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the Archdiocese of New York had ob—
tained a court order the Friday before to
prevent protesters from disrupting the
services. About 25 members of ACT—UP
and Women‘s Health Action and Mobili—
zation, or WHAM!, did get inside and
walked out during Cardinal John J.
O‘Connor‘s sermon. The services, how—
ever, were not disrupted.
The anniversary protest was organized
gathered outside the cathedral in a dispute
over the church‘s teachings. Forty—three to protest church policies, according to
people were arrested inside St. Patrick‘s William Dobbs, an ACT—UP lawyer.
during the service forchanting, lying down, "Lives are at stake. There are people who
and chaining themselves to the pews. are sick today because of the cardinal‘s
Another seventy were arrested outside the policies," he said.
The demostrators charge that O ‘Connor
church.
This time, there were only four arrests. and the Catholic Church are obstructing
These occured six blocks from the cathe— the dissemination of safe sex information
dral when the demonstrators briefly and advocating "hatred and violence"
blocked traffic by sitting in the middle of against homosexuals and abortion rights
advocates.
‘
Fifth Avenue.
Aware of the approaching anniversary,

New York — About 350 AIDS and
abortion rights activists demonstrated
across from St. Patrick‘s Cathedral on
Sunday, Dec. 9. A few protesters also sat
quietly inside the building. It was a con—
siderably less disruptive protest than a
year ago. The pandemonium then resulted
in 113 arrests.
Dec. 10, 1983saw some 4,500 protesters

Funds From Book Based on TV‘s
thirtysomething donated to AmFAR
The writers of thirtysomething and
MGM/UA Television have donated the
advance for their upcoming book,
thirtysomething stories, to AmFAR. The
book is a collection of scripts from the first
three seasons of the award—winning pro—
gram. thirtysomething stories will be il—
lustrated with photos from each episode,
and each script will be introduced by the
individual writer.
"We all wanted to dosomething unique
with this book — to celebrate both the
writing and the characters of the show,"
said Richard Kramer, the show ‘s producer
and one of its writer/directors. "We are
happy to be supporting AmFAR‘s sig—
nificant efforts to fight AIDS," he said.
Now in its fourth season on ABC—TV,
thirtysomething has wonnumerous awards
and honors, including Writers Guild
Awards, Directors Guild Awards, Golden
Globe Awards, the Humanitas Prize, 34
4—The Triangle Journal— January 1991

Emmy nominations and ten Emmy
Awards, including the Emmy for Out—
standing Drama Series.
The American Foundation for AIDS —
Research is the nation‘ s leading non—profit
organization dedicated to AIDS research, —
education, and public policy. Since 1985, .
AmFAR has provided $30 million to more
than 490 AIDS research, education, and
public policy projects. AmFAR is. com—
mitted to mobilizing the good will, energy,
and generosity ofcaring Americans to end
the AIDS epidemic.
4 tg 5?—
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P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, Arkansas 72335
WE CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE

Buys _
Whole Life and Term Life lnsurance

Pohmes From the Terminally III
For CASH
The ALRC program is not for everyone and is not available
where restricted by State regulations. State and Federal
laws require that strict guidelines be followed. ALRA is
dedicated to enhancing the quality of life for the terminally
ill... with grace... with style... and with complete confiden—
tiality.
insureds with minor children must supply absolute proof of monies
set aside for minor children upon insured‘s death prior to this entire
process beginning.
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‘Midshipman Ouster Reversed—
New York — The U.S. Court of forced to resign from the Naval
Appeals for the District of Colum— Academy based solely on his state—
bia reversed a decision by the lower ment that he is Gay. The three fed—
court which had dismissed the case eral appeals panel agreed.
against the U.S. Naval Academy
Noting that Steffan was separated
filed by Joseph Steffan who was on the basis of his statement alone,
forced to resign because he stated thejudges ruled that the government
he is Gay.
could not later charge "potentially
Steffan had appealed the district disqualifying behavior" unless it had
court‘s action of dismissing his ac— been the original basis of Steffan‘s
tion for failure to comply with a separation from the Navy.
discovery order. Steffan claimed his
The case now returns to the lower
Fifth Amendment privilege against court on the issue of whether the
self—incrimination when refusing to Naval Academy violated Steffan‘s
answer questions during his depo— constitutional rights when it forced
sition about whether he had engaged him to resign, forfeiting his gradu—
in homosexual conduct during or ation and stripping him of his
after his tenure as a midshipman. commission, simply: because he
On the advice ofhis lawyers, Steffan stated that he is Gay. .
refused to answer questions about
Regarding the victory, Steffan
his sexual activity on the grounds said, "I‘m very encouraged by the
that it was not relevant to the central | decision and anxious to finally get
issue of his case — that he was on to the heart of the matter."

HRCF Calls For Quick
Action On AIDS Drugs
several years. During that time,
reputable scientists at the NIH
and elsewhere have continually
‘Unacceptable,
spoken encouragingly of the.
McFeeley States
prospects for both of these drugs
Washington, DC —The Human — as HIV treatments," McFeeley
Rights Campaign Fund has called wrote. The lack of action on
on the U.S. Food and Drug Ad— licensing for the drugs, despite
ministration to expedite the ap— numerous reports of their prom—
proval of two promising AIDS ise as treatments, ""is unaccept—
treatments. In a letter to FDA able," McFeeley stated.
The delay in availability ofthe
Commissioner David Kessler,
Tim McFeeley, Executive Di— drugs "has created anexceedingly
rector of the Campaign Fund, high level offrustration forpeople
urged the commissioner to "ex— with HIV infection who currently
pedite a decision on the licensing have no access to adequate
of dideoxyinosine (DDI) and treatment. This includes thou—
dideoxycytidine (DDC) as treat— sands of people who cannot tol—
ments for HIV disease." Al— erate AZT, or for whom AZT
though both drugs are available does not work, or no longer
through expanded access pro— works," McFeeley wrote.
For more information contact:
grams, neither treatment has been
submitted for licensing by its Gregory King; The HumanRights
Campaign Fund; 1012 14th Street
corporate sponsor.
"As you know, both of these NW #607; Washington, DC .
drugs have been in trials now for 20005.
Situation is

Surgeon With AIDS Dies
Baltimore— Johns Hopkins
Hospital is offering free AIDS tests
to about 1,800 patients operated on
by a surgeon who died of AIDS in
late November.
Dr. RudolphAlmaraz died Nov.
16. While his family refused to
confirm that Almaraz died of
AIDS, his family lawyer did, say—
ing, "He had AIDS, and he died of
AIDS."
Attorney Marvin Ellin said
Almaraz told him he was exposed
to AIDS whenblood from apatient
with AIDS squirted into his eyes

and mouth during an operation in
New York in 1983.
A letter offering the AIDS tests
did not name Almaraz because
neither the doctor nor his family
would discuss the nature of his
illness. Documents which would
confirm the nature of the doctor‘s
illness, including the death certifi—
cate and his medical records, are
confidential under Maryland law.
Meanwhile, a formerpatienthas
filed a $32 million lawsuit against
the doctor‘s estate and Johns
Hopkins Hospital. Thelawsuitfiled

Dec. 10 claims that Dr. Alvarez
was obligated to inform his patients
he had AIDS and that the hospital
should have known he was in—
fected.
According to an Associated
Press report, Almaraz removed a

non—malignant lump from the
breast of Perry Mahoney Rossi in
1989. Mrs. Rossi said she felt
"panic, horror and fear"‘ when she
learned the doctor died of AIDS.
"I wish Dr. Almaraz had told
me and I could have had the option

of walking out the door," Mrs.
Rossi reportedly said. The report
said Mrs. Rossi has had an AIDS
test, but does not know the results.

5—The Triangle Journal—January 1991

IRS Wants MGC Records,
Treasurer Says
Memphis Gay Coalition trea—
surer Don Griesheimer says that
the MGC has failed to file in—
come tax returns for the past four
years and that the IRS is de—
manding financial records from
1986 through 1989. Griesheimer
made the statement at the Dec. 3
meeting of the Coalition.
Griesheimer apparently ap—
plied for a federal Employer
Identification Number for the
Coalition in September which
led to the investigation. He claims
thatthe MGC has been operating
without an employee ID number
since 1980 and that now that the
IRS knows the Coalition exists,

Come

New

they are requesting the informa—
tion.
Former MGC Secretary John
Stilwell disagrees. Stilwell, who
resigned in September, says the
Coalition currently has and al—
ways has had a federal employer
ID. "You can‘t be a corporation
in the state ofTennessee without
one," he said.
"Apparently Don doesn‘t
know what he‘s— talking about.
The ID number appears on every
corporate annual report docu—
ment filed with the state for the
last 10 years," Stilwell said.
"Besides that, it is included in
other records Griesheimer re—

"ter the dissolution of the parent of directors wouldn‘t know that,
ceived when I resigned."
‘"Don seems to be concerned group, the employer ID may still since none of them has been as—
about the ‘profits‘ the Coalition be filed by IRS under the old sociated with the Coalition for
may have made," said Allen name.
more than a few months,"
"Of course, the present board Stilwell said.
Cook, former MGC board mem—
ber. "By definition, a non—profit
organization cannot have ‘prof—
its.‘ Just becausea project nets Group Distributes
anincome overexpenses doesn‘t
make that income a profit. If that Anti—Stewart Leaflet
were the case, every non—profit
An anonymous flyer aimed at dis—
organization would have to op—
erate on a zero balance," he said. crediting bar owner Tommy Stewart
has been distributed at Gay bars in
"That‘s ridiculous."
Part of the confusion may lie Memphis. The flyer, riddled with
in the fact that the MGC was misspellings, contains four quotes,
originally chartered as a chapter two of which have been labeled as
of the Nashville—based Tennes— lies by Stewart.
The leaflet was seen distributed
see Gay Coalition for Human
Rights. Although the name of Nov. 30 by MGC president Bill
the organization was changed to Huckabee and MGLCC board mem—
the Memphis Gay Coalition af— ber Donna Rider, among others.

Celebrate!

Year‘s

Eve

Gay—la Party

Season‘s Greetings
Thank You For Your Patronage
[3
{>)
Super Bowl Party
January 20th

[528Madlson Avenue
WHERE WE TRY TO PLEASE you!

We Look Forward to Serving You in 1991
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Huckabee has since acknowledged
that the leaflet was written by "a
groupofconcernedcitizens" includ—
ing members of the Memphis Gay
Coalition, B—GLAD, and BWMT.
Inparttheflyersays,"Thereason
wearehereisthatwehavewitnessed
some...forms of unacceptable prac—
ticesatReflectionsandJ—Wag‘s.We
have attempted reasoning, but have
been met with hostility and retalia—
tion from theowner."
Stewart says he was never con—
tacted prior to being attacked pub—
licly. "The first I even heard of the
issue was when they distributed a
libelous letter to local organizations
for endorsement."
‘Theincidentisthelatestinaseries
ofactions aimed at Stewart.
The leaflet asks thequestion, "Is
thererascism (sic), intimidaton (sic),
and exploitation in the Gay commu—
nity?" and says "A healthy commu—
nity is one free from discrimintion!
(sic)" It alleges discriminatory ac—
tions Stewart has taken in barring ___
certainpeoplefromhisbars,deliber—
ately delaying service tosome cus—
tomers, and practicing racism and
sexism.
Stewartsayshehasbeenconsult—
ing with his lawyer and is currently
trying to decide who to include in a —
libellawsuit."Istartedoutwantingto
sue the entire board of directors of
BWMT, B—GLAD, the Community
Center, and the Gay Coalition," he
said."Irealizenowthatnoteveryone
in those organizations condones this
kindofthing,soI‘mscalingbackand
going after two organizations and a
few specific individuals." Stewart
would not name the individuals or
groups. "Let them wait to find out,"
he said. "As they continue their ac—
tions, we‘re getting more and more
evidence.
The authors ofthe flyer are seek—
ing its endorsement after the fact
from Gay organizations. Huckabee
requested endorsement at the Mem—
phis Gay Coalition meeting Dec. 3.
The group votedto endorse the flyer
onlyifthequotescouldbeverifiedby
written affidavits.
The Memphis Gay and Lesblan
Community Center board issued a
statement stating that it cannot be
held responsible for the actions of its
board members (see letter on page 2).

_

AIDS Vaccine Approved for
Human Testing
Another AIDS vaccine that has
been shown to work in chimps
was approved Nov. 20 for early
clinical tests, according to the
Food and Drug Administration.
The potential vaccine was de—
veloped through the cooperation
of the National Institutes of Al—
lergy and Infectious Disease
(NIAID), National Cancer Insti—
tute (NCH), and Immuno—U.S.,
Inc., a private company.
Company officials said the
clinical trials will test the safety
of the vaccine and determine if
60 test subjects develop antibod—
‘ies against HIV.
If the vaccine is safe, then

Phase II trials will test for its
effectiveness. A third phase of
testing would be required before
the FDA releases the vaccine for
general use.
— The vaccine is a genetically—
engineered glycoprotein derived
from the skin of the HIV 1 virus.
This part is called gp160. The
theory is that the body‘s immune
system will react to gp160 and
develop antibodies. These anti—
bodies would then trigger an
immune response in the body if it
comes into contact with HIV.
FDA officials said the vaccine
is the sixth to undergo early hu—
man clinical trials.

Asian AIDS Cases

.

£80035 & More for Women & Their Friends
930 South Cooper
Join Us for a Holiday Open House
Sunday, December 23 — 1 — 5 PM
Refreshments & Entertainment
~.. _....Year—End Sale Coming Soon!

,

Call 276—0282 for Details
;
STORE HOURS
F
Wednesdays through Saturdays — 10 am — 6 PM
Sundays — 1—5 PM

&Come browse our Lesbian/Gay Fiction & Non—Fiction!&.

Increasing
Bangkok, Thailand—Though
less than 1% of all known AIDS
cases are in Asia and the Pacific,
the region can expect a dramatic
increase over the next few years
according to anew United Nations
report.
The study quotes an Asian
«medical journal as saying: "All
the factors that have allowed
AIDS to assume epidemic pro—
portions in Africa— poor genital
health of women, malnutrition,
. hepatitis, intestinal worms— are
just as endemic in Asia.
Of the 215,144 cases reported
in 153 countries as of February

1990, there had been only 2,067
cases of AIDS recorded in Asian
and Pacific countries.
The report noted that the Asia—
Pacific figure may below because
nearly 75% of the reported cases
are in Australia, which has a good
medical reporting system.
"Many countries reported no
cases at all, and in some instances
this was in conflict with other
evidence," the report says.
The World Health Organiza—
tion estimates thereare now half _
a million HIV—infected people in
Asia.
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750,000 Condoms Recalled
New York— New York City has Director of ATEAC, says "It points
recalled 750,000 condoms distrib— up the issue that,asgood as condoms _
uted toAIDS andteenage pregnancy are, they are not 100% effective
prevention groups because of a re— even when they don‘t break." The
. condoms in question contain a non—
mote chance of leakage.
The
condoms,
Saxon oxynol—9 lubricant which has been
Spermicidal, were among almost shown tokill HIV in laboratory tests.
According to anAssociated Press
four million condoms the city health
department gives out to about 300 story, only a smallnumber ofpeople
organizations that work with sexu— couldhave beenexposed to sexually
ally transmitted diseases and preg— transmitted diseases as the result of
defective condoms. It is believed
nancy prevention.
Therecall came after Safetex that even if there were leakage that
Corp. notified the city in November the non—oxynol—9 would kill the
that certain lot numbers exceeded virus before it could infect a person.
Proper use of condoms includes
leakage tests performed by the Food
and Drug Administration. FDA applying them so that there are no
regulations allow no more than 4 air bubbles and that anylubricant
used on them be water—based. Prod—
pinholes per thousand condoms.
Officials don‘t know the number ucts like hand cream and petroleum
of defective condoms distributed to jelly will cause latex to deteriorate
the public or the number still held by quickly and increase the likelihood
the various organizations distribut— of breakage, especially if there is a
pinhole. Most condoms failures are
ing them.
Angie Dagastino, Executive attributed to improper use.

Gov‘t OK‘s
The AlliancesaidfortheCannabis
Therapeutics
Marijuana for old man, identified 34—year—
onlysup—as
PWA Use
"Danny,"
received
his
first
from aVirginiapharmacy.
A personwith
AIDSpermission
has re— pliesMarijuana
is classified as a
ceived
government
tosea,usevomiting,
marijuanaandto pain
reducecaused
nau— ScheduleIdrugbytheDrugEn—
forcement
Administration,
making
it
available
only for re—
by
the
disease,
according
to
a
search.DEAadministratorshave
_ United
Press
report.
bids
formarijuana
more thanavail—14
TheFoodand DrugAdminis— rejected
years
to
make
trationhasonlymademarijuana
to medical patients.
availableforto medical
about twopurposes
dozen ableDuringthepast10years,some
people
studies have shown marijuana
since 1976.

can
reducetheoftendebilitating
nausea
and vomiting caused
by
cancer
chemotherapy,
and
ease
muscle
spasmsdiseases.
and pain caused
by neurologic
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Are You Two Still Together?
Divorce:

While women had shorter rela—
tionships, bothmale and female re—
Lesbian/GayStyle
spondents had spent about 11 total
years in current and former relation—
by Stevie Bryant & Demian, Ed.D.
ships. The average partner has expe—
rienced slightly more than one
When Denmarklegalizedmarriage "previous major Gay / Lesbian rela—
forLesbianand Gay couples lastyear, tionship," and therefore a divorce of
it also created same—sex divorce. It‘s sorts.
&
too early to judge the endurance of
Butaretheserelationshipsandtheir
Danish couples, and no one keeps dissolutions really comparable to le—
divorce orbreakup statistics forsame— . gal marriageand divorce? Our survey
sex couples in America. But with or suggest how closely Gay couples
~withoutthelegalstructuresofmarriage — compare with married heterosexual
anddivorce,Gay andLesbian couples couples, and where theydiffer.
manage to make and break no less
First, same—sex couples are not
significant relationships. Surveys bound by the rules and traditions that
typically findabout halfofall Gay and define so many aspects of a married
Lesbian adults in relationships. Of couple‘s life. Forinstance, marriage
course, some of the singles are surely has a distinct, legal beginning and
on the rebound from duos, and many end.
of the couples partners are making a
Gay couples lack such clear sign—
second or third go at "marital" bliss. posts. Instead, they mark anniversa—
Not unlike their heterosexual neigh— ries variously according to their first
bors.
meeting, the day they first shared sex,
Itis difficult to getaclearpicture of or when they set up ajoint household.
broken relationships in the Gay
More recently, some same—sex
community because there has never couples have adapted the classic
been a clear understanding of the wedding ceremony to serve as a more
millions of committed,.working rela— distinct and public acknowledgment
tionships. Even within the Lesbian of commitment. In our survey, 19
and Gay community, same—sex percent of the women and 11 percent
couples have remained largely invis— of the men have held a ceremony.
ible. For many couples, it‘s a healthy
Now at issue is how to go beyond
response to the very real threat of symbolism tolegal recognition. Three
violence or lost jobs. Until recently, existing legal avenues help secure
Gay couples have retreated to quiet, some of the protections that are au—
hidden family lives. But change is on tomatic with marriage: Wills allocate
the horizon.
—
estates, powers of attorney assign the
The 1990 U.S. Census included an right to act on behalf of an i
ci—
"unmarried partners" category — de— tated partner,and partnership (or liv—
signed to study heterosexual couples ing together)agreements define terms
— that inadvertently will allow the first of the relationship, including how it
official count and analysis of same— will be ended, if necessary.
sex couples. Not all couples will feel
Gay divorce often amounts to de—
safe enough to come out to the gov— stroying, or redrafting, these docu—
emment, but many will.
ments.. Of course, these legal
For now, the largest body of data agreements go only so far. Issues
on Gay and Lesbian couples is from a such as social security, child custody,
national survey undertaken in 1988 andtaxationarebeyond theirpurview.
by our publication, Partners News—
The absence of a formal legal
letterfor Gay & Lesbian Couples. We structure has not kept Gay relation—
collected 1,749 responses from ships out of court. At least a hundred
American Lesbian and Gay men, cases have beenfiled by former part—
representing 1,266 couples.
ners over matters ofproperty division,
These were intact, not divorced, children, and other disputes similar to
couples. However, we learned about those arising from legal divorce.
their formerrelationships, as well as Marriage law would come in handy in _
factors associated with commitment, these cases, but judges must rule
longevity, and satisfaction; and con— amidst a legal void.
versely, dissatisfaction.
Another point of comparison be—
Because we are in the business of tween marriage and same—sex rela—
encouraging these couples, we were tionships is the level of commitment
more interested in their success than required oroffered. Mostpeopleknow
their failure. And we found lots to by heartthe maritalpromise""‘til death
brag about. While the survey re— do us part." But what promises are
spondentsaveragedonly 35 years old, Gay menandLesbian womenmaking?
the femalecouples averages five years
In our survey, 76 percent of the
together, while the men had lasted men and67 percentofthe women also
seven years on average.
subscribed to a life—long standard, and
More han 100 couples had passed most of the remainder werc commit—
their 15th anniversary. One Lesbian ted for "a long time."
couplespanned43 years,andthree male
© Couples and courts aren‘t the only _
couples had lasted more than 40 years. ones tohavegrappled with definitions.
More than a dozen cities now recog—
8—The Triangle Journal— January 1991

continued on page 15

. 943 Women‘s
— Social vgtoup
graileqi you to a

Christmas Dinner

'Saturd_ay,

Pot-luck“ n

at 7:00 pm

f

December 22, 1990
We will provide the meat.
Bring a dish and your drinks.
For more information
call Debbie
at 458—7431,
evenings.

~—Barbara‘s
1474 Madison
The Neighborhood Pu
featuring |___

Best Burgers In Town"
Open
5 till 3 Mon—Fri — Happy Hour 5—7
3 till 3 Sat—Sun
Ps
\
Wednesday Night
Season‘sGreetings
Dart Tournament
Winner Take All — 8PM
New Year‘s Eve
"The

Sunday Night 7PM
Weekend Update
>
with
Ms. Billie Jo Casino

Show at 10:30 PM
starring
Ms. Billie Jo Casino
includes
Champagne, Hats, &
Horns
at Midnight
xz
y

It

7:

g
n
O
I
e
b
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F1rst Annual
NEW YEAR‘S EVE GALA
Monday, December 31 — 8 PM
Party Favors
Holiday Buffet
Horns & Streamers
Midnight Champagne &
Balloon Drop with Cash & Prizes

Ticketson‘saléigrigw $10 in Advance
»$12 at the Door ..

lik
111191301? Ru04115111)ng ﬂ
>
901A 1819 Madison — 7251
y
The Best Trick in Town
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MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
AFTER HOURS

1268 Madison .
FOOD — GAMES — SHC

Friday

1268MadisonAve—725—1909
FOOD—GAMES—SHOWS—DANCE FLOOR
New veARs |
EVE PARTY *

—

—

~

Monday —
t .s

_

of

the

Breakfast at 2 AM
|
(L_

COVER $10

_

f
({>/‘
)0

DANCE FLOOR OPEN WITH DJ!

Set—ups Included on Beer Bust

_!

All—Male &
5 HotMemT

HATS, HORNS AND MORE!

B.Y.0.B.—

f

—The Erotic

80%.

Special All—You—Can—Eat

Z

C01:

a

——Special Show at 11 PM

‘Ladies

Saturday

neam

f

BEER BUST 8 TO 11 PM

&

—B.Y.0.B

DANCE & SHOWEAR — 92 N

Special Show Times 1
Beer Bust 8 PM to Midnig!
$4 includes Fountain Set
Beer Special Midnight—3 AM —

._We
Beer Biu
$3 includes Fountain Sei

Show Times — Tues

on Ave — 725—1909
SHOWS — DANCE FLOOR

T»

DANCE & SHOWEAR — 92 NORTH AVALON — 272—1525
onetta

&

Company

With Guests and Regulars
$3 Cover
Beer Bust 11 PM to 3 AM
—

Fountain Set—ups included or First Bottle

onetta

&

Company

$3 Cover
Beer Bust 8 PM to Midnight
\

Fountain Set—ups included or First Bottle

Shop

— Strip Revue
TAKE IT OFF!
e

Body

NEW YEAR‘S EVE —
EXTRAVAGANZA —
"Night of the Stars"

MING
ry 14, 1991

NEW YEAR‘S EVE
—at Memphis‘ Premiere Showbhar
Open 8 PM
. Buffet until 11 PM
Then...
At 11 PM

Special Guest

a

Emeee _
"Miss Jo Ann"
"Miss Summer Hohday
Also Starring
Miss Gay Memphis— Kirby Kincaid

SimplV
yanna HettieMcDaniels — Sofonda Peters

? NORTH AVALON — 272—1525
for Friday & Saturday
ight — Showtime at Midnight
Set—ups or 1st Bottled Beer
M — All Domestic Bottles $1.25
led — Thur — Sun11:30 PM
Bust 8—12
Set—ups or 1st Bottled Beer

A NEW YEAR‘S BABY YOU
WILL NEVER FORGET!

Mats, Horns and»Lots of Fun
Don‘t Miss it!
Beer Bust 8—11 PM or 1st Bottle Free
Bring Your own Bottles
Set—ups are on Beer Bust

title. You know what that can mean.
To Dennis Kijowski—My thanks and thanks
they‘re being done, and exactly what toexpectin body in shape! This contest will prove to be a again for keeping positive, and trying to create
the future.
wild and wooly weekend, so get a head start and a constructive spirit of leather in this town.
At several leather contests and gathenngs as begin preparing now. The next contest weekend
To the boys at the Pipeline—You remain the
oflate, some demonstrations are given publicly will be the Mr. Southeast Leather Event, held in most consistent in service and attitude ofany bar
of sexual fantasies, SM technique, and lectures Atlanta on March 7—10. This is open to leather in Memphis, and what beautiful decorations!
regarding theories and philosophies of leather. men and women in the southeast area of the
To Jere Douglas—Sit! Stay! I sincerely hope
These things seem to be getting very popular, as U.S., and is being heavily publicized in Europe. you find a decent reed, and the daddy you so
an alternative kind of entertainment. If you I recently met many leather men and women desperately search for.
should be lucky enough tosee some of these from Europe.and Australia at the Mr. Drummer
To Don Griesheimer—MaySanta bring you
presentations, please remember that they are contest in San Francisco, and should they appear two things—silence and a dictionary. Please
fantasy; purely entertainment. One could say in Atlanta, I suggest you don‘t miss. I would now look up the words divisive and disruptive.
even a rough example of some alternative pos— like to give my end—of the year thank—you and
To Tsarus and Wings—May you ali truiy
sibility to the same old bedroom games you f Chnstmas wish list to some members of our find brotherhood in all your doings.
might be used to. Whatever the reason, there communuyinvolved in the leather ways oflife,
To Women of Leather—The above, and my
never is any real sexual activity or severe.pain and who have been instrumental in helping me gratitude for constantly showing the rest of us
involved. Everything is well thought—out: and:, ‘repmsentthis community in contests and travels.
how to enjoy life and each other. Look to these
basically choreographed. Remember when. I
To John and Allen and the staff—Thank you — ladies, gentlemen.
brought up safe, sane, and consensual sex? The from the bottom of my boots for your help and
Tothe Gay Memphis Community—Letthere
same applies in this case. So, if you see some— giving me a chance with this column.
be a pervasive action of healing and unity. Let‘s
thing you‘re not used to, try to keep an open
To Vincent Astor—I wish you a continued stop picking on each other and relearn to tolerate
mind—there might be something there to stimu— renewal of your spirit, and may you find a and support all ofour diversities. Weneed tojoin
late and titillate you in a new way. Believe me, someone who really wants what you want.
the positive work going on in the rest of the
it‘s also a lot of fun for those doing: them.
To Tommy Stewart—My wish for you is that world‘s Gay communities.
Two contestbulletins—Mr. Leather Tennes— certain people stop nailing you to the door and
My thoughts for this time are from Charles
see is now in the planning stages, and I‘ll give find something worthwhile to do for the com— Lamb and an English proverb.
specific information when I have it. If anyone munity.
1. The good things in life are not to be had
out there is planning on entering, send inquiries
To the Reflections staff and sisters of drag— singly, but come to us with a mixture.
to me c/o Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box My sincere thanks for being the first in town to
‘_ 2. He that plants trees, loves others besides
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485, and get that publicly recognize the Mr. Leather Tennessee himself.

So What Does A Leatherman Dream Of At Christmas?
by Vance Reger
So what does a leatherman dream of at Christ—
mas? Simple. Whipsandflails andlittle slaves tails,
no, really... pretty much the same as everyone else.
My special wish for this year is slightly different,
however, and it is that this Gay community would
stop beating each other up, and receive a good dose
ofpeace on earth and good will toward each other.
For the years to come as well.
—‘
I‘ve had a few trips and a lot of good times
since my last column. Thanksgiving week was
spent in Nashville, where I had good times with
‘good friends, met some new ones, and did a
small exhibition at the Chute‘s new leather bar,
the Loft. The response to the show was great,
and the othertitle holders (Chuck Higgins, David
Armstrong, and Linda Vickery) and I had great
fun showing everyone how we have fun. My
thanks to the owners and staff of the Chute, and
everyone involved.
. A week before the Nashville show afew ofus
locals did a quickie show at Rumples, thanks to
the prodding and aid of Frank, David, and their
unique staff. Another exhibition is planned in
the near future, so keep.looking for an an—
nouncement.
On the subject of these vignettes I‘ve been
doing, I‘d like to give a brief explanation of why

F4

NEW YEAR‘S EVE
DEC. 31,1990
PRESENTS

| 5:00 P.M. TIL
va
_ NEw yEan‘s Eye

Dinner &

JEANS AFFAIR

,

Favors

Open COCKTAIL PARTY from 7— 9
$15 DOOR CHARGE
RESERVATIONS up to
10: 30

—.

DOORS OPEN AT FIVE PM
NEW YEAR‘S DAY

BLOODY
MARY
PARTY
Bla k Eyed Peas
& Corn Bread
ALL DAY _

COURTESY OF MICHAEL
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CHAMPAGNE
AT MIDNIGHT

e

The Chronicles of:
G. Bellington Rumples
Christmas has always been a spe—
cial time for me, a magical and won—
drous season of birth and renewal, of
the power of nature, of mystery, and
— above all, oflove. How fondly recall
the spirit of all my Christmases past,
but especially those of my childhood
live most vividly in my mind, lighted
in the golden glow of a thousand
candles and awash in the love‘of my
parents.
f
I remember Chnstmasin India,
where my father was the co—adjudica—
tor to the Viceroy. In India my dear
mother re—created as best she could
the Christmas of her childhood in
Germany and then in England, andfor
weeks she would throw herself into
overseeing every aspect of her
household‘s preparations, directing the
servant‘s every step.
The best years, however, were
Jose in which we traveled to Europe
for the holidays. Nothing compared to
the cold and snow of Frankfurt or
Berlin, or to the leaden gray skies of
London, for although I had been born
in India, I always felt that Christmas
should be like the carols that we sang

of snow outside and candles on the fir
tree, and like the stories my father and
mother toldof anxiously awaiting St.
Nick while the snow drifted down
outside in great silent whiteness.
We traveled to Austria one year,

yandformonthsbeforelwasmstmctcd
in the intricacies and beauty of the
waltz, and one New Year‘s Eve I
learned the reason for my mother‘s
‘insistence that I learn the difficult
steps. I was dressed in my finest suit
and taken with my parents to the
residenceoftheEmperor, thebeautiful
Schonnbrunn Palace. The lawns were
covered in deep snow as we ap—
proached the Palace, glowing with the
light of ten thousand candles from
within. And there, under the benevo—
lent gaze of Emperor Franz Joseph I,
a great multitude of ladies and gentle—
men, dressed in dazzling coloured
clothes, danced in the great ballroom.
At the head of the great orchestra was
the renownedJohann Strauss himself,
‘conducting his waltzes with his violin
and bow. Finally, precisely at mid—
night, my father smiled at me as my
mother took me by the hand and led

me to the floor as the orchestra struck
the first notes of the "An der schGnen,
blauen Donau," what you mightknow
as the "Blue Danube Waltz," and the
Pummerin, the biggest bell of St.
Stephen‘s Cathedral, rang in tthew
Year.
%f
Of all my Christmas memories,
however, one shall always remain the ,
mostmagical. My mother, VioletLady
Bellington—Turpton, was bom to a
German woman who was, in fact,
rather closely related to the Saxe—
Coburg—Gothas, who, ofcourse, were
aroyalGermanhouse. And,ofcourse,
it was from the royal house that came
the husband and consort ofourQueen
Victoria, Prince Albert, who died in
1861, leaving Victoria to reign along
for another 40 years.
My mother, then, was a dxstant
cousin to the deceased Albert, and my
father continued in his lifetime of
service to the Queen, and it was for
these reasons that we were asked to
spend Christmas in Balmoral Castle
in Scotland, a very rare honor indeed,
as very fewpeopleoutside the Qreen‘s
immediate family
invited to
Balmoral. The Castle had been built
by the Queen and Prince Albert and it
was used as their private home away
from the demands of State. After the
death ofherbeloved Albert, the Queen

continued to use Balmoral as herre— in snow, and through the gates of the
treat, and to be invited to it was to be hulking stone Castle: It was Christ—
mas Eve.
granted a truly rare honor.
We were installed in our rooms.
I was very young at the time, but I
was made to understand the gravity Later that evening we and the other
and the honor of the invitation by my guests assembled in the great dining
normally reserved and unflappable room. The room was decorated ev—
father, who seemed overwhelmed. erywhere with plaid ribbons and
Although very young, I clearly re— boughs ofpine. A fire was burning in
memberbeingcaughtup inmyparent‘s the massive fireplace,andagreattable
excitement, and the nights before our was set for dinner, the service ware
departure from India to London and and china glittering in the light. A
then Scotland were sleepless with hush fell in the room asthe Queen was
anticipation. Christmas with the announced, and then there shewasat
the end ofthe long table, dressed all in
Queen!
Atlastweanived inLondon. From biack, a necklace gleaming at her
there we went by train north into throat. She smiled ever so slightly as
Scotland. I remember impatiently —she took her seat, and then we were
asking my father, "How much far— seatedas well. I was frightened ofher,
ther?" as I pressed my nose to the cold and I had trouble eating. I could not
window. When we rounded a bend keepfrom stealing alook attheQueen,
and beheld a distant river, my father and once I thought she caughtme, and
smiled and said, "There is the Dee. I hung my head, my face burning.
After dinner my parents were
We shall be there now in moments."
And sure enough, the train began to presented to the Queen, but I hung
slow as we heard the conductor an— back and could not be persuaded to
nounce, "Aberdeenshire!" The next come forward. I was shy, and I was
stop was Balmoral Castle station, and intimidated by her. But more, I sensed
as we stepped from the train, a Royal she could see that I was different, and
Coachman appeared and led us to a I was ashamed deeply of that differ—
beautiful carriage. The Queen‘s crest ence.
was on the doorsl felt as if I was in a
It was a tradition at Balmoral that
fairy tale as the coach swept us across the candles on the Christmas tree
the rough Scottish countryside, buried
continued on page 15
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—The Best Trick in Town
Bellington Room
Cocktails
4 PM — 12 AM
Mon, Tue, Thu
4 PM — 3 AM
Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun
Dinner Served
5 PM — 11PM Nightly
Succulent Dinner Specials
Dance Floor and Upper Tier
Open 8 PM — 3 AM ;
Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun
—
Patio Adjacent‘ Plenty of Parkmg

Every Sunday
_ #
:

Rave Night
Featuring Leather Lifestyles
(A Little Rough)
Long Island Tea A11 nght

$2 Cover
Every Wednesday

Hump Night / Talent Night:
10:30 PM

Cash Prize to $80
Your Hostess
Billie Jo Casino

ID and Appropriate Dress Required

§
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NC Gay Group Sues to
Adopt a Highway Stretch
Raleigh, NC — A north
Carolina Gay rights group has
filed suit against state transpor—
tation officials to recognize the
group in an "Adopt—a—Highway"
clean—up program.
According to an Associated
Press report, the North Carolina
Dept. of Transportation agreed in
June to allow the Southern Ap—
palachian Lesbian and Gay Alli—
ance to join the program. The
program encourages local groups
to regularly clean up sections of
highway marked with signs
crediting the sponsoring group.
Transportation officials said,
however, they would not place a
sign identifying SALGA as the

sponsor of a two—mile stretch of
Interstate 40. The department also
has turned down an application
from the Ku Klux Klan, alingerie
shop called The BraPatch, and a
band called The Sex Police.
Filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union, the lawsuit al—
leges the department‘s decision
was made "because (SALGA ‘s)
association and beliefs are of—
fensive to the defendants (and)...
constitutes a policy ofcensorship —
and discrimination."
The suit seeks full participation _
ofthe organization in the program
and unspecified monetary dam—
ages for SALGA and its chairman,
Teri Gibbs.

Amtrak Refuses

Spouse Pass
Washington—A 11—yearGay
employee of Amtrak filed a
complaint Dec. 12 against the
railroadfor failed to issue a
"spouse pass" to his lover. The
charge, filed with the DC Office
ofHumanRights,accusesAmtrak
ofdiscriminatingagainstGayand
Lesbian employees bydenying
freepassesfordomesticpartners,
whileofferingthemtothespouses
for heterosexual workers.
Thecomplaintstatesthatsince
homosexualsareunabletomarry
Ban
Monday
January 21
Movie and
Discussion
"The Male
Couple"
7 PM —
MGLCC
1291 Madison

Space donated by TJN.

their partners, denial of such ben—
efits constitutes discrimination
based on sexual orientation. The
DC law outlaws discrimination
based on sexual orientation.
"This complaint is about fair—
ness in the workplace," said
plaintiff lawyer Laura Einstein
an interview with United Press
Internaticnal. "Why should Gay
and Lesbianemployees be denied
significant job benefitsjust be—
cause they‘re unable to marry
their life partners?"

.
This month will be brief. My mind is filled with

A Memphlan 'S
o
Mg
;
by Vincent Astor

Olr

memories at this season, this year about friends that
I shall never spend Christmas with again. Many ofus
are sharing these thoughts in 1990. Only remember,
loss will not keep Christmas from coming. Hold on
to your loved ones, hold them tightly. Don‘t put off
that phone call or that card. See you next issue.

&

Bill‘"s

102 North Cleveland
72 %
B TJ 2
$1.35 Bottles & Cans
60¢ Draft
Open 7 AM Christmas Day
FREE Breakfast — 8 AM
FREE Lunch — 2 PM
New Year‘s Eve Party
NO COVER
Hats & Horns — Free Champagne at Midnight
New Year‘s Day
~ Lunch 1 PM «Show 4 PM
HAPPY Hours
7AM—10AM and 4 PM—7 PM

$1.00 Bottles and Cans
50¢ Drafts

PHOTOGRAPHY
E
E
—
32 7—3 750

MemphisGay Coalition
\

Employee

e

/
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Divorce
continuedfrom page 8

—
nize "domestic partnerships" of
city workers, normally Gay or un—
married heterosexual relationships
certified by affidavit. These cities
extend to domestic partners some
or all of the benefits granted to
spouses of legally married work—
ers, including medical insurance.
A growing number of businesses
offer similar plans.
Mostplans setahigherstandard
for domestic partners than for le—
gally married workers. They take
"divorce"into account by impos—
ing a waiting period between one
domestic partnership and another.
It‘s not marriage, yet for a small
number of workers, these plans
offer a degree of economic equity.
But all the paperwork in the
world can‘t make the relationships
last and thrive. In the final analy—
sis, Gay and Lesbian couples face
all of the challenges that straight
couples do; inadequate communi—
cation, broken agreements, reruns
~ ofabusivechildhoods. Any couple,
Gay or straight, will tell you that
good, rewarding relationships re—
quire hard work.
Yet the work load is much
heavierfor Gay men and Lesbians.
Too often they enter relationships
with personal problems resulting
from a (well documented) experi—
ence of oppression. Lesbian and
Gay youth develop such low self—
esteem that they are three times
more likely to attempt suicide than
theirpeers. With this kind ofback—
ground, relationships often do not
come easy.
But love must conquer even
more challenges for same—sex
couples. Too often, the biggest
obstacle is each partner‘s immedi—
ate family. Yes, the same mother
and father who usually shower
betrothed children with blessings,
presents, and a host of other tan—
gible and intangible support.
In the case of Gay or Lesbian
offspring, these parents can be—
come virtual home wreckers. Re—
spondents to our survey found only
the church less supportive than
parents.‘ In fact, they named rela—
tives the third greatest challenge to
their relationship.
One suchLesbian, partnered for
15 years, faced total abandonment
early in her relationship.
"After spending a weekend to—
gether," she explains, "I told my
parents that we were a couple and
intended to stay that way. My
parents said, " Well, there‘s the door.
You come back when this is all

over with.‘ Ididn‘tsee my parents,
brother, and sister for eight years."
With relations like these, who
need enemies?
Add to this insult further injury
from the community at large.
Shockingly, 71 percent of the
couples surveyed had encountered
some form of discrimination as a
couple. Discrimination was ram—
pant in the areas of employment
benefits, taxes, insurance, family
memberships, and banking. Some
couples hadn‘t even bothered to
ask for equal treatment.
Even the Gay community has
been slow to recognize families in
their midst. As one woman put it,
"Gay friends I haven‘t seen in a
while ask if we‘re still together —
not ‘How are you doing?""
But the situation is changing as
Gay activists find themselves set—
tling down into visible relation—
ships. In fact, they now see
recognition for same—sex unions
as a way to reclaim family issues
from the right—wing.
A mass wedding of 2,000
couples held in the 1987 March on
Washington for Lesbian and Gay
Rights marked a turning point for
the Gay civil—rights movement. It
was inevitable that Gay liberation
should face up to family issues.
After all; whenpeople come out,
they find sweethearts and want to
establish relationships. And have
them respected.
The Gay community is alsorec—
ognizing the economic logic of
marriage in asociety that subsi—
_ dizes some types of families but
not others. Job benefits alone can
amount to more than $50,000 in
extra payments to married em—
ployees overthe course of a career.
Precisely because Gay leaders
want to challenge the myth that
Lesbian and Gay relationships
don‘t last, Gay divorce is not a
popular topic. For one thing, it
strikes many observers as one of
the uglier sides of heterosexual
marriage that the Gay community
would do well to eschew.
But same—sex couples experi—
encethe disruption of divorce,
whether or not they are married.
They face the gender—blind pain of
separation. They divide property
and face awkward moments with
mutual friends. Some also lose
contact with children of"in—laws"
they have grown to love.
Lesbian columnist Lee Lynch
wrote abouther in—laws: ‘"We were
with them forevery holiday, birth—
day, wedding, illness. We spent
vacations with them, watched TV,
exchanged recipes, socialized with
their friends. When the breakup

came 13 years later, it really tore
me up to know my decision would
separate me from them too."
Marriage is serious business,
with responsibilities that not all
Gay men and Lesbian women
value. Like heterosexuals, some
want nothing to do with legal mar—
nage.
But we believe Gay couples
deserve the option to marry. So do
readers of our newsletter. When
recently polled, 83 percent said
they would legally marry if al—
lowed.
§
Marriage probably wouldn‘t
change much about their personal
interaction — they already behave
like married couples. But it would
change the world around them,
making their lives easier and dis—
solution less likely.
The couples in our national sur— —
vey explain why. Those who rated
their relationship most highly — in
short, those furthest from divorce —
had conducted union ceremonies,
prepared legal documents, and
made strong commitments. This
is the very stuff of marriage.
So if "pro—family" legislators
—
want to strike a blow for divorce,
they can start by legalizing Gay
marriage.
For more information contact:
Stevie Bryant and Demian; Part—
ners; Post Office Box 9685; Se—
98109; Voice f
attle, WA
206—784—1591.
This article is copyright 1990 by
TheLandofAwesComputerInforma—
tion System and may be reproducedin
whole without permission from the
publishers provided that this copy—
right notice remain unchanged.

Chronicles
Continuedfrom page 13
were not lighted until Christmas
morning, and the guests retired
anticipating that ritual and the
celebration of the day to come.
When we were conducted into
the great hall early Christmas
morning, Queen Victoria was al—
ready seated nearthe tree. In her
hand she held aHKighted candle,
andeach ofthe children was given
a candle. One by one the children
approached the Queen, lighting
their candle from the Queen‘s,
and each then in turn lighted a
candle on the lower branches of
the huge tree. Soon it was my
‘turn, and as I approached her, my
hand was quaking so badly I
feared I would drop my candle.
But as I leaned toward the great
Queen, she smiled down at me
and softly said, "You have a bright
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wedi A Q: $9,"
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and rare flame burning inside you,
my little one. You are shamed of
that little flame inside you because
you know not everyone has it.
Isn‘t this so?" I looked up at her
and smiled and then bowed my
head.
She reached down and gently
raised my head. "Do not be afraid
ofthat candle, littleSaxe—Coburg.
Follow it always and it shail never
lead you astray. Remember the

next child.
I have never forgotten her
words, and they have been my
credo. Her words are my words
to you who would read my
chronicles: Follow the love you
feel in this Season in every day of
your life. And keep the candle
burning...
The Chronicles
of G.
Bellington Rumples shall con—
tinue.

love you feel in this room on this
day and let it guide you in every

aSS

day of your life." She patted my
head gently and then turned to the
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You know, somebody told moi
that 1991 was actually the first year
of the new decade. After all, there
was no year zero, was there? Per—
sonally (and we know that y‘all are
just dying to hear our personal opin—
ion) starting the 90‘s over again
doesn‘t sound like such a bad idea.
.

Dishing Around

Earlier this month we heard that
Roto Rooter had an emergency call
at Reflections. We couldn‘t decide
whether Kirby Kincade or Bobby
Biesinger was the lucky lady on the
business end of the rooter. It was
later confirmed to us, by someone
who works there, so it must be true,
that Bobby was on the working end.
Or was it he was working his
end...
occasmnally get con—

fused.
Aphrodite, God love ‘em one and
all, had raised enough money to fill
111 baskets for the needy. There was
only one member, however, who
had the amount of time necessary to
mega—shop to actually do the filling.
It was a sight indeed to see two drag
queens, one take—control Lesbian,
and one husband in shop—til—you—
drop mode at Megamarket so that all
those baskets would go out on time.
The proceeds entirely filled (twice
was it?) a small but butch pickup

who were not present.
Congratulations to Tenisha
Cassidine, Miss Southern Belle.
$500 was raised at Michelle
Marie‘s memorial benefit that same
night. It was noteworthy that many
tips were received by the honoree
herself thanks to clips from a pag—
eant (which she won, by the way)
which were supplied by Danny
Ray and the magic of
video projection.

truck. Thank you Leslie, Lady Rae,
David, and B. J. And watch your
mouth, Bess, it was B. J. herself that
passed this on.
Yet another benefit is being
scheduled for some time in the near
future to purchase Bill Browder the
can ofblack paint so that a saloon by
any other name will be what
the owners want to
call it. It will take
a very large
showbar to
do this, now
let
us
See......

We also under—
2 stand that the
People Like Us
concert at Meris—
tem was more
than~ successful.
Alternative enter—
tainment at its best.

You have
to go through
Kansas to get
to Oz, but you
will not have to leave
the Parkways. Big plans are afoot.
Film at 11.

The Runaround
SuperBow! parties will take place
at Barbara‘s, Chaps, and WKRB
in January.
The Pipeline is also having sev—
eral special events Christmas week—
end including a free liquid gift in
return for 4 different packaged items,
listed at the bar, on Saturday the
22nd. BenefitPWA‘s. Call them, we
can‘t remember everything.
J—Wags will feature The Erotic
Body Shop all male strip revue in
January. Call for times.

We will, as normal (did we say
that?) be receiving our friends, ad—
mirers, and hopefully at least one
potential husband, at theFaerie Castle
on New Year‘s Day from 2 until 10
PM.
Most of the Legends of the Mem—
phis cabaret stage enriched the
Community Center by over $1,100.
We could only think of two or three

Lady A‘s Enormously Helpful
Holiday Calendar
(For additional details, either call
the barorread a conveniently placed
ad elsewhere in this newspaper.)
Christmas Dinner
Chaps (2 PM), The Hut
(Breakfast 8 AM,Lunch 2 PM), The
Pipeline (4 PM). _
New Year‘s Eve
Apartment ——Hats, horns, party
favors, champagne. Call for details.
Barbara‘s — Hats, horns, party
favors, champagne. Call for details.
Chaps — 8 PM dinner buffet,
Dodie Dowdy & The Music Masters
(Dance Music) 9 PM to 1 AM, party
favors, champagne, breakfast at 1
AM. $10 advance, $12 at door.
G. Bellington Rumples —
Holiday buffet, party favors, cham—
pagne, baloon drop (cashandprizes).
$10 advance, $12 at door. _. _
Hut— Hats, Horns, party iavors,
champagne. No cover.
J—Wag‘s — Beer bust, show 8
PM, Hats, horns, party favors,
breakfast buffet at 2 AM, $10 cover.
Oops— Buffet, prizesevery hour,
free draft beer 9 — 11 PM, hats, leis,
horns, party favors, champagne, no
cover.

Pipeline — Cocktail party 7—9
PM, buffet, hats, horns, party favors,
champagne. Limited admission, res—
ervations taken until 10:30, $15
cover.
Reflections — Beer bust, buffet
until 11, show at 11, hats, horns,
party favors, $10 cover.
WKRB — Hats, horns, party fa—
vors, champagne. Call for details.
New Year‘s Day
Traditional luncheon vittles may
be found at Barbara‘s, Chaps, The
Hut, The Pipeline. Show at 4 PM at
The Hut, Bloody Mary party 2 PM at
the Pipeline. .
Final Round
We are becoming. newly
enamoured of the tried and true con—
cept of Noblesse Oblige. Ne c‘est
pas?
{h, come on, Mary, call the 1i—
: brary if you really must know.)
From the Solstice to the Yule,
from the Candles to the Star—Happy
Holidays.
s
Ta ta,
Lady A.

OFFICE (901) 278—4380
—RES. (901) 365—0260
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GET SECOND DINNER ENTREE AT HALF

*Second dinner of equal or lesser value
Coupon good for limited time only!
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Gaze Suspends Publication
After 11 Years
It was reported on Dec. 15 that Gaze newspaper, published by the
Memphis Gay Coalition for 11 years, will temporarily cease publica—
tion due to inadequate volunteer support and the lack of proper
equipment. Bill Huckabee, president of MGC, stated, ‘"The Coalition
will endeavor to restore what it sees as a vital community service as
soon as it is feasible."
Gaze was first published in December of 1979 by Coalition
founder Bill Johnson who resigned after three years. In 1983 the
editorship was taken over by Allen Cook and John Stilwell who
resigned as editors last summer. The final two issues were put out by
— a committee ofvolunteers (with Roger Smith and Bret Taylor taking
on most of the actual layout) with no individuals listed as editors

right and you‘re wrong— it just man and try as we may, remaining
Assassmauon byInnuendo
means that we disagree.
unbiased in highly chartged situa—
all the time. Nevermind that months signed" does not mean "ousted."
Finally, don‘t believe everything tions is, at best, a difficult proposi—
Where There‘s
after the bust, the bar is still in
Understand that "everyone you read in the newspapers (includ— tion.
knows" or "they‘re saying" are
Smoke, There‘s operation.
T
Man arrested for solicita— suspect phrases.
Not Necessarily tionItem:
in park. Logical conclusion?:
Understand that complicated is—
We know what he was doing in the sues require complicated responses,
Fire
You take your risks, you suf— and that it‘s your obligation to digest
fer the consequences. Never mind the facts as you know them rather
Commentary by Allen Cook park.
that there are reasons for going to than drawing conclusions based on
McmphisTcnncsscc
thepark other than sex.
misinformation.
Item:
FourMemphis
GayCoali—
Don‘t
accept
either
side‘s
"ex—
Item:
Only
125
attend
Fall
River
tion
Boardof Members
resign amid Ride. Logical conclusion?: Nobody planation" as fact. Even among
Phone: 276—1872
charges
financial
mismanage—
about the community center honorable people, there can be le—
ment
and—racism.
Logical conclu— cares
Wednesday Nights
anyway. Never mind that it was gitimate disagreements without
sion?:
Gosh,
theseguysmusthave
7:00p.m.~ Bible Study
.coldand advance publicity was poor. wrongdoing on either person‘s part.
gotten
caught
with
their
hands
in
Item: Only 38% of an AIDS
Examine the potential underly—
thetill;
theymusthavebeenripping
Sunday Mornings
organization‘s PWA money went ing motives and/or alliances of the
off
the
Gay
community
for
years.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
to people of color with AIDS. people who:spread the rumors. Do
Besides
that,
everyone
knows
(a
10:30 a.m. — Fellowship
conclusion?: Since more they have an ax to grind?
very dangerous
phrase)weretheynever
are Logical
11:00a.m.— Morning Worship
than half of Memphis is Black, they
. By the —same token, resist the .
racists
because
there
must be discriminating against temptation to assign malevolent
many Blacks in theorganization. people
of color. Never mind that motives where none exist.
Nevermindthefactthatthesepeople
Realize that the world is not black
while Blacks have a disproportion—
havemadesubstantialcontributions
high number of AIDS cases, and white— shades of gray exist
toyCaIs.the Gay community over the ately
4
that the number of AIDS cases in and are legitimate. Because I dis—
Item:Presidentof Memphls Gay people of color in Memphis does
& Lesbian Community Center re— not equal the percentage of the
agree with you doesn‘t mean I‘m

ing this one). Writers are only hu—
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Rev John Tolley ~ pastor
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signs amid charges of "conflict of
interest." Logical conclusion?: I
never trusted him anyway. It‘ s about
time someone realized that he was
trouble. Never mind that he holds
offices in two major organizations
and might want to devote more of
his time to fulfilling the goals of one
over the other.
Item: Gay organizations refuse
to endorse racism letter. Logical
conclusion? Any organization that —
wouldn‘t endorse any letter con—
demning racism has got to be racist
itself. Never mind the fact that the
letter was libelous or that the orga—
nization has made numerous out—
reaches for women and people of
color and sponsored the meeting
which resulted in the charges.
Item: AIDS organization shows
"profit." It doesn‘t deserve our do—
nations. Logical conclusion:
They‘re not helping anyone with
AIDS. They‘re just lining their own
pockets. Never mind that fact that
the agency distributes thousands of
dollars a month in PWA assistance.
Item: Entertainer murdered; drug
deal suspected. Logical conclusion?:
Everyone knows she was doing
drugs. That‘s the price you pay.
Never mind that you never knew
this person except on the stage.
Item: Bar excludes Blacks; rac—
ism charged. Logical conclusion?:
This bar has an active policy which
prohibits Blacks; you‘ll never see
Blacks there because they won‘t let
them in. None of the other bars
discriminate. Never mind the fact
that every time you go into this bar
there are Black people there, seem—
ingly comfortable and enjoying
themselves.
Item: Bar gets busted for selling
drugs. Logical conclusion?: They
got what they deserved. Of course,
everyone knew this was going on
»

population. Never mind that, oddly
enough, 38% of the AIDS cases in
Shelby County are Black.
Item: James is sick. Logical con—
clusion?: He has AIDS. Nevermind
that there are plenty ofother diseases
that Gays get.
Perhaps it‘s human nature for
people to believe (or at least sus—
pect) the worst about others, but in
every example listed above, the
"logical conclusion" is faulty— the
result of gossip and innuendo. In
many cases, the innuendo is backed
by a hidden agenda of the person
spreading it.
All too often gossip centers
around personalities... an outspo—
ken bar owner, a longtime activist,
a newspaper editor, an entertainer.
Like it or not, if you are known in
the Gay community, you‘re going
to be a target for gossip. I guess it
goes with the territory. And what of
a defense against innuendo? There
isn‘t any.
In a culture that professes inno—
cence before guilt is established,
the world of innuendo assumes the
opposite.
Offer an explanation, and it‘s
"methinks the lady dost protest too
much." Denythe allegation and it‘s
"Yeah, sure." Ignore the situation
hoping it will go away, and it‘s
"They‘re ‘stonewalling,‘ it must be
true!" It‘s the classic rock and a
hard place situation.
So what is one to do when you‘re
the target of innuendo? Don‘t be too
hasty in drawing your conclusions.
If the issue is important to you, talk
to the people involved. Ask ques—
tions. Find out for yourself.
Understand that "charged with"
does not equal guilty; "unaudited".
does not mean "doctored," that "re—
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EMPLOYMENT

Gay and Lesbian American Indians who
are interestedin coming togetherwith others
oflike heritage for support call (901) 452—
Z
2860.

Local company seeking credit manager/
controller. Five years experience. Degree
not necessary. Will consider experience.
Reply to: Dept. J—12, Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.

Wanted: Volunteers to work in all areas.
Get active! Join the MemphisGay Coalition.
MGC GayRap — Video & discussion of
"The Gay Couple"—Monday, Jan. 21—
ZPM—Gay & Lesbian Community Center

January

PERSONALS
BiWM, seeking Bi/Gay males, white/black,
18—23. Generous. Relationshipand dating.
Write PO Box 281101, Memphis 38168.
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« Worship Service,
+ Worship Services: HAPPY HOLIDAYS CHRISTMAS
Agape New Life
z
Agape, ?pm
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|« MGLCC Open
Thursday—Sunday
Evenings, All Day

Saturday
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:
%
* Christmas Dinners |. "A Course in
(see page 16)
Miracles" Personal
Growth Group,
24l
esenmee 26]

3 or Holy Trinity
Community Church,
11am (726—9443)

11iam—4pm, Ed‘s
f
+ Lady A‘s at home

_

\
(+ Worship Services:
11am, Agape New
Life Church or Holy
Trinity Community
Church (726—9443)

Saturday °

J
\

Bowling League,
Big Daddy‘s, 7pm

+BWMT Dinner,
7PM, Lam Hung, —
1615 Madison,
—
27)

28)

29

|« Brothers & Sisters|« BWMT Pot Luck |
[— Anonymous HIV |« MGLGC Open
Supper, CR, Irwin‘s
Thursday—Sunday Bowling League,
Testing, 5—7pm,
YEAR
6:30pm
Big Daddy‘s, 7pm
Evenings, All Day
MGLCC
s
&
«For Events (see
Saturday
age 16 16)
i
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se,
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_ |+ Brothers

| 11:30pm

|
23)
Worship Services: [NEW YEAR‘S EVETHAPPY NEW

.
*+ Agape Church
Open House .
3
(Call for Info)

Black Male, 165#, muscular build, clean &
discreet. Would like to meet friend, clean,
for friendship and possible roommate. If
interested write: PO Box 356, Covington,
TN 38019. Send photo.
Danny—DADDY‘s Boy, Leatherman‘s
Handbook. See you at Pipeline or WKRB.
Do these ring a bell? Iwant to see you. How
do I get ahold of you?
GWM, 21, 56", 135#, bk/br. I‘m looking for
someone to share my life with. No games.

3 1)
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Evenings, All Day |Big Daddy‘s, 7pm
MGLCC
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Choruhsngfgecarsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
11am, Agape New |Forum, 7pm,

Life Church or Holy MGLCC
Trinity Community
Church (726—9443) — Erotic Body Shop,
J—Wags
+ BWMT Chapter
Board Meeting,

7pm.
+ BWMT CR, Irwin‘s,
7:30pm, "Gay Views
of Masculinity"
— Advertising &
Copy Deadﬁne for

1:30m, Ed‘s

13;

+ Super Bowl
Parties (see page
16)
a
* B—GLAD Business
M:z, MGLCC, 4pm

141

L
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|

|MGLCC

* Pot Luck,
+ Brothers & Sisters MGLCC, 7pm, $3
w/dish, $5 w/o dish
Bowling League,
Big Daddy‘s, 7pm
&

1 7

f16A

‘lEL

18L

19

}
|« Brothers & Sisters |« MGLCC open
|+ MGLCC Open
|— Anonymous HIV
|+ Lambda Men‘s
10am—12 midnight
Thursday—Sunday Bowling League,
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
7pm, MGLCC
MGLCC_
Evenings, All Day Big Daddy‘s, 7pm
f
—"AC
;
Saturday
+ BWMT Game
Personal
Mir
Party, Jeff‘s,
Growth Group, 8pm,
7:30pm
.
MGLCC

Movie "The Male
Couple" and
Discussion, 7pm,

s
20,
e
s.
+ Worship Services:|.
11am, Agape New
Life Church or Holy
Trinity Community
Church (726—9443)

8pm, MGLCC

Meeting, 11:30am

TJN

(+ Worship ServiceszT- MGC GayRap,

See Above

MGLCC
Evenings, All Day
Saturday
—
» "A Course in
Miracles" Personal
Growth Group,

[+MGLCC Board

* BWMT Open Forum,
21

28

22

NimA.
m A, 7:

2C

29

""‘

30

ree No Credit Card or COD‘s Free
I‘m Candy and I‘ll give you
permission to do anything
you want to do to me. I‘m
just like the Candy that melts
in your mouth, call: FREE
FREE FREE

Swingers Girls & Guys &
Couples Name & Phone
Numbers who want to meet
you call direct: FREE FREE
1—901—388—8000
Free No Credit Card or COD‘s Free

3

|
m "9
3
25
~24
23
2
[+ Lambda Men‘s 1 [+ Anonymous HIV T- MGLCC Open:
Thursday—Sunday
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
7pm, MGLCC
MGLCC
Evenings, All Day
IDAY,
EBRUARY 1:
s
Saturday
* "A Course in
February ‘91
Miracles" Personal
Growth Group,
8pm, MGLCC

A.>

Please, only serious reply. Looking for
GWM, 21—35, no fats or fems. If interested
write: BW, PO Box 24, Michigan City, MS
38647.
Memphis. I am looking for a day—time
partner. Must be good—looking and have a
good build. GWM, 5‘, 130#, br/br eyes,
does no drugs or fems. Must be able to
come over during the day—time, no night
time. Lookingfor GWM, 6‘, 170# or 160#
and not over—weight. Must be in his 20‘s or
30‘s. Maybe 18—20. Write 2831 Coach
Drive #3, Memphis, TN 38128—5623.
—RANDALL—Thanks for being sweet. You
are very special and deserve the best. May
the holidaysand the New Year bring that to
you. Love, Richard.
Roomate/s wanted to share 2700 sq ft
home in Midtown.$350/month+ 1/2 utilities.
Call Jeff: 276—7995.
REAL ESTATE
Available in January. Home For Sale Or
RentMSU/MessickArea. Three bedrooms,
one bath,central heatandair, gasfireplace,
new wall—to—wall carpeting, freshly painted
inside and out, ceiling fans, stove,
refrigerator, garbage disposal, washer—
dryer connections, fenced—yard, cable
connection, concrete patio, storage shed.
Call 454—1411 to schedule a time to view
the property.
Rooms for Rent—Gay Boarding House.
Fun Atmosphere. Fumished Rooms $55—
$75week. Midtown Area. Bus Lines &
Shoppingclose by. Call:526—4902and ask
for Ronnie.
;
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Free No Credit Card or COD‘s Free

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address or phone number) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O. Box.
Please specify if you want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle Journal News, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

31
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MEMPHIS GAY
COALITION
2
Gay Switchboard
(901) 728—GAYS
"Confronting
Homophobia in
Tennessee"
Space donated by the Triangle Journal
News as a public service

Women of Leather: 181 N.Willett,
327—6165.
Memphis 38104 — 278—9321
Holy Trinity Community Church:
Box 41648, Memphis, 38174 —
COUNSELING SERVICES
726—9443. Worship Service
Sundays 11: 00 AM.
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling —
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
327—9758.
— Meets Sundays at noon,
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Thursdays at 8 PM at Memphis
counseling — 454—0108.
Lambda Center.
Bob Hughes, MS: Counseling,
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd
Kinship: Seventh Day Adventist Gay
Codependency/ACOA, Wholistic
E. — 345—0657.
religious group — Box 171135,
Healthcare Services, 5583 Murray
~ Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Memphis 38187—1135 — 754—6160.
Road, Memphis 38119 — 767—
Lamar — 744—7494.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: MGLCC,
6351.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell —
1291 Madison, Memphis 38104 —
Kim A. Moss MS: Midtown
454—7765.
2764651. Rehearsals Tuesdays,
Counseling Service, 1835 Union,
Paris Adult Entertainment Center:
Tpm, MGLCC.
Suite 101, Memphis 38104 — (901)
2432 Summer — 323—2665.
Loving Arms: Shelia Tankersley —
726—4586.
393—0983.
Carole Taylor, MS: Counseling —
BOOKS & GIFTS
Memphis Center for Reproductive
458—7098.
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave,
Northeast Mental Health Center:
Meristem: Feminist Book Store — 930
Memphis 38104 — 274—3550.
382—3880.
South Cooper — 276—0282.
Memphis Gay Coalition (MGC):
Box 3038, Memphis 38173—0038 —
FINANCIAL PLANNING
BULLETIN BOARDS
728—GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Charles Butler, CFP: 767—3661.
The Personals: Gay computer
Community Center (MGLCC):
bulletin board — 300 or 1200 baud
1291 Madison, Memphis 38104,
GRAPHICS
— 2746713. (You must have a
Mailing address: Box 40231,
computer and modem to access
Memphis 38174—0231 — 276—4651.
Printers Ink: Box 11485, Memphis,
this service.)
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting
TN 38111—0485 — 454—1411.
Two‘s Company: Gay computer
place for 12—step recovery
Wildhare Graphics: 344 North
bulletin boardand computer
programs — 241 N. Cleveland
Watkins, Memphis, TN 38104 —
_ support. "Handles" accepted. :
(above United Paint Store),
278—8437.
;
= 1200/2400 baud. 726—4073.
"~ — Memphis — 276—7379.
Memphis State University
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
Students for Gay & Lesbian
SERVICES
Awareness (GALA): GALA c/o
Office ofGreekAffairs, MSU
— AIDSSwitchboard: 458—AIDS —
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or
3:30—11pm.
38152.
f
Office — 272—0609.
Cease
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial —
information: John Prowett, 1526
800—347—TEEN.
_
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
Court Street, Memphis 38104.
Gay Switchboard: 728—GAYS —
estimates — 327—6165.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box
7:30—11pm.
41822, Memphis 38174—1822.
LINC: 725—8895.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Names Project Memphis: Box
Narcotics Anonymous: 276—LIVE.
34576, Memphis 38184—0576 —
Rape Crisis: 528—2161.
Aid to End AIDS Committee
725—0371.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: 274—
(ATEAC): AIDS Service
National Organization for Women
7477.
Organization — Box 40389,
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis
: Transvestite—Transexual National
Memphis 38174—0389 — 458—
38174—0982 — 276—0282.
Hotline: (206) 623—1549 24 hrs.
AIDS, or 272—0855.
Out and About Memphis: Tom —
Agape New Life Church: Worship
274—1847, Dale — 276—0275.
LEGAL SERVICES
Sundays at 11:00 AM and
_
Parents & Friends of Lesbians
Wednesdays at 7:00 PM, 405 N.
And Gays (P—FLAG): Box
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At
Cleveland, Suite 3, Memphis
172031, Memphis 38187—2031 —
Law: 208 S. Heard Street,
38104 — 327—4145. .
761—1444.
Senatobia, MS 38668 — (601) 562—
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Phoenix (Gay AA): 272—9549, 276—
8738.
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
7379, or 454—1414.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
38174—1371.
Positive Mental Attitude
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite 3310,
Black & White Men Together
Association, Inc: 28 N.
Memphis 38103 — (901) 525—0417.
(BWMT): Box 41773, Memphis
Claybrook,Suite 1, Memphis
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At
38174 — 452—5894, or 726—1461.
38104 — 276—PMAA.
~ Law: 1903 Lincoln American
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
~ Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Tower, 60 North Mid—America
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Alliance (T—GALA): Box 24181,
Mail, Memphis 38103 — (901) 527—
Memphis 38101 — 327—3943 or
3795.
:
Nashville, TN 37202.
948—2345.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
information: John Prowett , 1526
MASSAGE SERVICES
League: 1161 Poplar Ave #15,
Court, Memphis 38104.
Memphis 38105.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club — Box
"Just the Right Touch":
Catholic Lesbians: Faith, 324—6949.
41082, Memphis 38174—1082.
Therapeutic/Sports Massage by
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis 38101.
Wings: Box 41784, Memphis 38174—
Appointment — 372—1841. Beeper
Gay Women‘s Social Group: Lee,
1784.
762—3894 (Zam—10pm).
The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed but
have not been charged.

The number
you need for
your financial
needs.

An

ID6
Express

Theﬁ’s one simple source
for taking care of your
personal financial
planning as well as
business planning needs.
Call Charles Butler, CFP
at
MBA MS — Tax
767—3661
© 1987 IDS Financial Corporation
All rights reserved.

"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by
appointment, Ms. Bernie Gwyn —
522—1482 or 522—7054.
NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
AIDS Update: Newspaper publisned
by the Aid to End AIDS
Committee — 458—AIDS.
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00 PM, WEVL FM 90
— Box 41773, Memphis 38174. —
Gaze: Newspaper published by the
Memphis Gay Coalition — Box
3038, Memphis 38173—0038 —
526—8006.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Newspaper published by Printers
Ink — Box 11485, Memphis,
38111—0485 — 454—1411.

j
PORTRAITS / PHOTOGRAPHY
See —S: 327—3760.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES .
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker,
Davies—Sowell, Inc.: 54 S.
Cooper, Memphis 38104. — (901)
278—4380.
VCR SERVICE
Jim‘sV.C.R. Service: Cleaning,
Maintenance, Repair — 1309 Maria
Street — 454—7026.
;
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
ALSO
§
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS

NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Apartment: 343 Madison — 525—
9491.
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison —278—
4313.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook — 722—
8963.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819
Madison — 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland — 725—9872.
J—Wags: 1268 Madison — 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autumn — 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar — 726—5263. .
Reflections: 92 North Avalon — 272—
1525.
f
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison —
278—9321.
f

Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc. — 397
. Perkins Rd. Ext. — 683—9801.
Men of Leather: Leather shop — 111
N. Claybrook — 722—8963.
P & H Cafe — 1532 Madison Ave. —
274—9794.
Star Search Video: 1264 Madison —
272—STAR.
Squash Blossom Market: 17°C
Poplar — 725—4823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. — 682—3326 &
1803 Union — 726—1622. —

ITS O.K.)
TO

CRTLESBIAN
C OM M U NIT Y C E N T E R

BE

GAY

1291 MADISON MEMPHIS ,TN 38104 (901) 276—4651
Space donated by the Triangle Journal News as a public service
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Bookmart

Airport

2214

We

E.

Brooks

Rd.

Carry a Great Selection

of

Adult Entertainment:

Videos

Magazines

_

Novelties

Shop

|

_

& More!

Us This Weekend for Big

New Movies

Savings!

Twice Weekly in Arcade!

Airport BookMart

nop

C,
End of Year Video Sale
92>?
A Selected Group of $59.95, $49.95, & $39.95
9?
Videos
f
.
£
Co
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Now Only
$19.95
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